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Peregrine

Adagio

Carol Ship Parade

Congratulations to Infidel
(Dale
Kerfoot) who was the winner for two
months in a row. Pretender (Claus Sjogren),
who has been coordinating the races, was
second. Zoro Szabados in Lark took a
DNF as the wind conditions were so light.
The results of the first three months of
the Winter Series are:
Infidel (Dale Kerfoot)
48.7 points
Pretender (Claus Sjogren)
47.1 “
Peregrine (David Twentyman) 27.4 “
Elua Makani (Sean McAllister) 26.4 “
Nexus (John Mattison)
26.1 “
I look forward to seeing a return of
many of our members in the New Year,
and to better weather.
Let’s fill the harbour with sails!

This year’s Carol Ship Parade took
place on Wednesday, December 21.
A total of nine boats took part and the
weather was perfect. The route was a little
shorter than in previous years, as the Lee
Bay leg was omitted, due to rougher
conditions outside the harbour.
Following the parade five boats
moored at John Henry’s Marina for a
“dock party”. As is the tradition each boat
then took a vote for the best dressed boat of
this year’s parade. The winner was Adagio
(Bob Fielding), and the runner up was
Peregrine (David Twentyman).
Once again many thanks to Charlie
Park and Bob Fielding for organizing this
event, and John Henry’s Marina and
Resort for allowing us to use their docks.

Results Winter Race Series

SCYC Course
Sail Measurement and
Rules. January 14, 2017

December was another very
disappointing month for racing in the
harbour, with only one race being held.
The winner of that one race, on
unadjusted time took 3 hours and six
minutes to complete the shortened course!

I sent out a flyer earlier this
month to say that the newly formed
Sunshine Coast Sailing Club, in Gibsons,
would be offering courses.
The first of these is to be held on
January 14, and will cover how to measure

Frendy
sails for PHRF certification, and Racing
Rules.
If you are intending to attend this
course please let Gary White know asap.
He
can
be
reached
at
anotherboatguy@hotmail.com or
604-886-3326.

Next Pub Meeting
The next pub meeting will take place
after the race on
January 21, at the
Garden Bay Pub.
If there is no race we will meet around
noon.

Membership Dues 2017
GBSC Membership Renewal Forms will
be sent out in the next week, and I would
ask you to fill them in with any changes.
Please return them as soon as possible.
Thank you.

Racing Rules 2017
The Rules of Racing can be quite
daunting, but I found that this article
helped clarify some of the changes that
continued on Page 2

pwishing all our members a very happy new year , fair winds and good sailing
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come into effect in 2017, and were boat is an “obstruction” to the two inside
highlighted in our December Newsletter.
boats because they each are required to
The following is a synopsis of the keep clear of her under rule 11 (windwardchanges to Part 2 the Racing Rules for leeward). So while the middle and the
2017 written by Dave Perry and is outside boat were required to give the
excerpted from Understanding the Racing inside boat mark-room under rule 18.2(b),
Rules of Sailing through 2020.
the inside boat was required to give the
Rule 18.2(d) (Giving Mark- middle boat room to pass between her and
Room) Rule 18.2(d) provides a “shut off ” the outside boat (the “obstruction”) under
time for
when a boat is no longer previous rule 19.2(b). That undesirable
entitled to mark-room under rule 18.2(b) or conflict has now been removed.
room under rule 18.2(c) and therefore is no
longer “protected” by rule 21
Rule 20 (Room to Tack at an
(Exoneration). The “shut off ” time is when Obstruction) The subtle change in rule 20
the boat has been given mark-room, which
is that a boat that has been hailed for room
is when she has been given the space she
needs to round or pass the mark on the to tack must respond by either tacking or
required side as needed to sail the course, replying “You tack,” even when the hailing
and has been able to sail close to the mark boat is not approaching an obstruction.
when her proper course would bring her The hailing boat breaks rule 20.1(a) if she
hails when she is not approaching an
close to the mark.
Rule 18.3 (Tacking in the Zone) obstruction (and possibly rule 2, Fair
is significantly different from the previous Sailing, if she does so intentionally); and
rule 18.3. First, it only applies at a the hailed boat can certainly protest after
windward mark being left to port. This giving the hailing boat room to tack.
means that when the windward mark is to However the rule writers thought it was
be left to starboard (such as in team safer to require the hailed boat to give the
racing), there is no special rule about hailing boat room to tack whenever she
tacking in the zone, such that if a boat was hailed, as opposed to giving the hailed
tacks onto port tack in the zone, a boat boat the right to ignore the hail when she
clear astern is only entitled to mark-room thought the hailing boat was not actually
if, when she establishes an inside overlap, approaching an obstruction.

	


the outside boat is able to give her markroom (see rules 18.2(a) and 18.2(f)).
Secondly, new rule 18.3 only applies
between a port-tack boat that has tacked in
the zone and a boat that has been on
starboard-tack since entering the zone. So
no longer does rule 18.3 apply between
two port-tack boats which both tack in the
zone.
Rule 19.1(b) (Room to Pass an
Obstruction) closes a loophole that few
sailors were aware of, and keeps the game
being played the way sailors currently play
it at marks. The loophole was that,
between three port-tack boats rounding a
leeward mark to port, the outside-most

Rule 21 (Exoneration) has been
moved from Part 2, Section C (At Marks
and Obstructions), where it just applied to
incidents at marks and obstructions, to
Section D (Other Rules), where it now
applies to any incident where the keepclear boat is entitled to “room” of any
kind, including room under rule 15
(Acquiring Right of Way) and rule 16.1
(Changing Course). The significant aspect
of rule 21 is that a boat can be exonerated
for breaking a rule without the protest
committee (PC) needing to decide that she
was compelled to break the rule by another
boat which was breaking a rule. In other
words, she can be exonerated without the

PC needing to penalize the other boat.
This allows right-of-way boats to change
course and acquire the right of way near
keep-clear boats without either boat being
penalized as long as the right-of-way boat
does not cause contact or any
unseamanlike maneuvers by the keep-clear
boat.
Rule 22.3 (Starting Errors;
Taking Penalties; Backing a Sail) now says
that if a boat backs her sail and as a result
is moving sideways to windward, she shall
keep clear of a boat that is not doing so.
This is called “crabbing” and is an effective
technique in dinghies on the starting line to
move the boat away from a boat to
leeward.
Rule 24.2 (Interfering with
Another Boat) has previously prohibited
boats from interfering with boats that are
taking a penalty or sailing on another leg.
Rule 24.2 has now added to this list boats
that are OCS and are returning to start.
The rule has also added an “if reasonably
possible” clause to give protest committees
some flexibility in applying the rule. And
the rule has clarified that this rule does not
apply to boats sailing their proper course
after the starting signal, meaning it always
applies before the starting signal.

Thank You and a Happy
New Year!
As we start a new year we can look
back on a very successful year for the Club,
with the highest membership levels and
record attendance at the Malaspina
Regatta and BBQ. To all of you I would
like to say “Thank you”.
Louise and I would like to wish all of
you and your families a very Happy New
Year, and we look forward to seeing you
out on the water soon.
David Ll. Twentyman

pwishing all our members a very happy new year , fair winds and good sailing

